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1.Embody the truth that you have ALWAYS been worthy. You’re the

only person who has ever questioned it

 

You’re worthy of EVERYTHING you’ve ever wanted. 

Take worthiness out of the equation when it comes to manifesting

your desires. 

 

TOOL: Spend 2 minutes everyday embodying the feeling of

worthiness. If it was your truth RIGHT NOW that you are worthy, how

would you feel? What would your life look like? What else would you

know to be true?

 

2. Develop new core beliefs to support your next-level self

 

Q: What are your core values right now?

Q: Can you see the link between what you believe to be true and what

you’re experiencing in your physical reality?

 

Receiving your desires is only ever as easy as you allow it. 

 

TOOL: What core beliefs do I currently have that are limiting me? 

What core beliefs do I wish to choose instead to manifest my dream

life and business?

 

 

But what if it was true that you are INHERENTLY WORTHY. 

 

Q: Where in your life do you feel the most unworthy of your desires &

why?

Q: If you felt worthy of your desires, what would that area of your life

look/feel like? What would be happening for you?
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3.Integrate behaviours/actions you need to feel like your next-level

self 

Q: What needs to be in place in your life in order for you to feel like an

empowered, confident and worthy woman?

 

What are your habits? 

What are your routines?

 

TOOL: I want you to take a look at your life and list down everything

that is slowly draining, exhausting and limiting you? 

 

Next, I want you to write a list of things you need in your life to help

you feel empowered, confident, taken care of, and fully supported. 

Incorporate as many of these into your life from TODAY to start

living intentionally.

 

Your empowered, next-level version lives her life intentionally. She

chooses what she is an isn’t energetically available for. SHE decides

that. She doesn’t give that power to her environment, conditions or

anything outside of her.

 

For example, some really powerful core values to adopt are:

I cannot mess it up; it’s literally impossible

I get to have as much money as I decide

I believe I am loved, appreciated and supported by money

I know and believe I am always in the right place, at the right time

doing the right thing

I believe financial abundance is an allie to carry message across

the world

I know and believe I get to have whatever I want

I am an energetic match to what I desire
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Where do I go next?

If you would like to enquire about working 1:1 with me through my 12-

week high-level coaching container, you can send me an enquiry on

megan@megannicola.co.uk or click here.

 

This container is for the female entrepreneur who: 

✨Has the most beautiful, bold dreams & desires 

✨Is ready to expand & evolve her container to attract & hold the weight

of her desires 

✨Is ready to let go of the excuses, the limiting beliefs, the self-

sabotage, the frustration & disappointment from looking in the wrong

places for alignment & results.  

✨Is ready to FULLY embody her full potential, personal power & next-

level confidence.  

 

It's 12 weeks of weekly high-vibe 1:1 calls where we dig deep into the

stickiness of your resistance, what's keeping you stuck, how it's

manifesting in your physical reality and we completely up-level.  

 

I'll guide you to master the following three principles: 

1. Emotional Intelligence  (confidence falls into this)

2. Powerful co-creation with the universe 

3. Money mindset overhaul (like next-level sh*t) 

 

Click here to enquire further

 

Thank you again for joining me on this powerful masterclass!

Megs xx
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